9921 Sguig with Polished Aluminum Option
Solid Grey Cover Can on Cylinder
Pelvic Balance Point® Technology
Sguig’s revolutionary seat and back design accommodates the sitting tendencies of both men and women. While women tend to sit more upright and slightly forward – on top of their ischial tuberosities (“sit-bones”) – men tend to sit on the back of those bones. Sguig provides comfort on each of these positions.
T1-L5 Free Shoulders® Design

The T1-L5 Free Shoulders® shape of Sguig’s backrest supports the natural curve of your spine lumbar and thoracic. It also provides a more beneficial shape for your shoulder blades when you recline. It allows you to release yourself from the “hunched-shoulder” position you can too-easily fall into when you are constantly keying or mousing. Your chest expands and you can breathe more air into your lungs.
Adjustable Arm
1. Arm rest height adjusts 3" up and down.
2. Arm rests pivot 30° in and 15° out.
3. Arm rests can rotate 180° in order to easily pull Sguig up closely to any work surface.
4. Arm width adjusts laterally up to 1.5" on each side.

Adjustable Back Height
• Back rest adjusts 2" over 11 steps.

Adjustable Seat

T1-L5 Free Shoulders® Design

When in the tasking position, most men sit rolled back on their ischial tuberosities (“sit bones”) while most women sit rolled slightly forward on these “sit bones” – in other words more upright and forward in their chairs. Sguig allows for this fundamental difference. This Pelvic Balance Point® (PBP) design technology allows you to adjust your positioning on the seat in relation to the backrest for optimum support and comfort.

Sguig backrest, with its T1-L5 Free Shoulders® design, curves in at the sides to provide lumbar and kidney support, and curves away behind the shoulder blades. This allows your shoulder and chest muscles to release when in an upright or reclined position, reversing that hunched-shoulder feeling you get from mousing and keying. As a result, your chest expands and you can breathe more air into your lungs, which improves circulation and delivers oxygen to the spine and brain.
Sguig is available in three signature Sguig electro-welded back patterns and coordinating plain seat all done in 100% polyester Sguig textile. Please see www.keilhauer.com for downloadable images of each color/pattern combination. Textile samples are available from your Keilhauer representative.

Sguig is also available upholstered in Keilhauer Leather and pre-approved COM textiles.

The polypropylene cover can on the cylinder is available in translucent white or solid grey.

Due to the constant evolution of, and additions to, product lines, Keilhauer encourages reference to www.keilhauer.com.